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Context

•Suburban densification as a tool for more sus-
tainable cities while avoiding many negative ex-
ternalities linked to center densification (scarcity of
space, price increase, housing shortage) [5]

•Multiple rationalities / conceptions of space for in-
volved stakeholders (landowners, policy makers,
inhabitants) coexist [4]

•Considerable planning challenges in associated in-
cremental development, need for new policy in-
sights and frameworks [3]

The SubDense project

The SubDense European project aims at better un-
derstanding the polyrationalities of space, actors
and policies on suburban densification, by

→ exploring how diverse strategies of land policy in-
teract with landowners’ and local stakeholders’ inter-
est and agency to shape suburban densification and
their impact on suburbia across different planning sys-
tems (France, Germany, UK);

→ combining quantitative approaches (geodata anal-
ysis and geosimulation) with qualitative approaches
(social and policy science and planning).

Work packages

•WP1: Which data, information infrastructures and
approaches enable a comparative spatial analysis
of suburban densification and allow for an integra-
tion of stakeholders’ interests and agency?
→ main LASTIG contribution: data integration,
collaboration in data analysis, geosimulation.

•WP2: How can stakeholders’ interests and agency
be explained in relation to land policies for subur-
ban densification?

•WP3: How do land policies respond to the inter-
ests and agency of stakeholders in an effective
and efficient way?

Data expertise and analysis

→ how to share analysis and methods for reproduction on other case studies (Left
figure: example of change analysis)

→ how to integrate knowledge on data specification (Right figure: change in spec-
ifications of BDTopo 2020-2022) so that partners’ analysis are not biased?

Matching algorithms for change detection

Typology of
changes

1:1 stability
1:0 destruction
0:1 construction

→ Benchmark of polygon matching algorithms [6], to provide tools for building
change detection

Collaborative dashboard

→ A collaborative dashboard as a medium to facili-
tate collaboration between partners, share methods,
data and metadata [2], and ensure reproducibility

→ The git-based architecture for the core dashboard
ensures tractability, full history, reproducibility, flexibil-
ity, and collaboration through branching, shared remote
repository (https://github.com/subdense).

→ Clients will implement interactions with the core and
functionalities needed by partners for data analysis
and integration (running change detection algorithms,
adding data, exploring results and maps, . . . ).

→ An iterative process to produce user stories, finally
leading to some specifications for the core architecture
and functionalities of clients.

Future work

The second part of the project will
also involve LASTIG for
• heterogeneous data integration [1],

to couple densification analysis with
socio-economic data;

• develop and explore simulation
models for the impact of poli-
cies on densification processes,
parametrise these models with the
qualitative data obtained through in-
terviews during the project.

Project
details

• January 2023 – December 2025
•Open Research Area for the Social

Sciences European grant: 1Me
• 4 partner institutions: TU Dort-

mund, IOER, University of Liver-
pool, IGN

• 8 permanent researchers, 5 short-
term contracts working full time
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